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In reading,or listening to narratives such as stories, what do

children learn or acquire? In terms of content, they may.acquire

- knowledge about human personal problemleolving, about social-interaction,

4 .
about human intentionality, about feelings, about values, about morals,

about, myths, and about history. However, in order to acquire this

knowledge, they must come to understand the individual events portrayed in

the. story and they music organize and store these events in a memory

representation which allows them to retain and draw upon that knowledge
.

f .

for other purposes. The extent to which they find
s

this prerequisite

u /.
understanding and representatitn'easy to accomplish is directly dependent

I

upon.the coherenceof the story in question. This cdherence, we shall

argue and provide eviden ce for, de pends directly upon haw potentially

1

cohesive; logically and causally,- the individual story events are to

One another. The more cohesive are the elements, the more easily will,

the child find relationships between the events and construct acoherent

,representations

The attempt to understand an event is-'an.attempt to discover the

causes (that which produces the event) ana effects (the events that result

from it). Discovering the causes .and tracing the consequences-of events

leads to an experience of a sequence cdevents rather than a disconnected

series. Th4 Impression of connectivity extends to events expressed in

discourse where we interpret
, . .

or generate a series of utterances that are

related iii 'sand manner.
o -

,

' Causal connections between.events,in stories play a ro4e 4p a yarietyk

Of mIteld for representing stories. Notably, the c onstruction of causal
. ,. . ,-.

event chains is central to Schank's (1975; see also tehnert, 1978) view

of nemory for narrative events and the Ands of causal connections identified
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by Schenk were elaborated upon in taxonomies of inferences in discourse

by Trabasso and his co-workers (Nicholas & Trabasso, 1!81; Trabasso, 1981;

Trabasso & iucho7:as,'1981; Warren, Nicholas, & Trabasso, 1979):

In story grammars, the representation of,the stbry yes initially

depicted by RUmelhart (1975) in tAms of syntactic and semantic components.

The s'ntax of the grammar inv21.7ed categorization of events and a set of

rewrite rules for combining add sequencing the events, the-semantic'

component comprised the. possible temporal, co=ocoilrrenqe and causal:

relations between categOries. These components wexe synthesized in 1:
. ,

models ofiMandler and Johnson21977), Stein and Glenn (193-9), and
. x ,

Thorndyk4
%

(1977). t-

Finally, the notion of causal.chainidg of events into sequences played

**4tra central role in two.approaches to story represeatation,,namely Black

and Bower's (198Q) tgodel on transition -state hierarchies and Omanson's.,

(in press/decomposition of stories into g6al-outcome sequencaq.

Although all these,approaches assumed that 5aUsal relations

eksted, only, Black 1nd Bower (.1985) and Omanson (in press) examined the

. A

implication for event, memory of causal paths through the story. The
7

problem with the latter approach lies mainly in the use Of-intuitive
4

definitions ,causation,causation, the lack of explicit and logical criteria, for

deciding whether or not a causal relatijn exfists between two events, and

criteria fOr opening and closing the causal chain.. Finally, the causal

sequence of events in all'of thetahove analyses is decidedly ,linear.

in time. Causal chains are more likely to form networks'rather.tpan linear
e .

orders since causes.are disjunction or conjunctionsOf suffiOient

conditions rather than single causes (Mackie, 1980).

1
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- We shall; then, describe the process by which the comprehender uses

causal reasoning to c onnect events, what.memory representations result from

this, reasoning andstest their ipplications against data. To do all of

these things, we shall first define how causality and meaqing are related.

The we sketch, what features of a theory of causation seem to be needed

in order to have logical criteria for judging the existence of a causal

relation between t-
two events. The 'definition and'criteria are drawn from

wrixings on causation by legal theofists Mart & Honore, 1959) and

(
philosophers (Mackie,. 1980). Following our definition of causality,

general model for-comprehension and inferences of events relations is

sketched. The application of this analysis to stories is then illustrated

on a set used by Stein and Glenn (1979).in their study of. children's

compreheliSion and recall.

Once the event relations are found on judgmental and intuitive

groundschey are tested using criteria of logical necessity and sufficiency.

Then, all the events are represented into a causal network with the

conceptualizations of the events as nodes and,the inferences as arcs.

Given the cluisalinetwork, a causal`chain of the LAPOrtant eventsin the

-story is found, using criteria for beginning, continuing and ending the

chain. Causal cohesion for a story is then quantified in terms of the

percentaget Cf events in the story which are contained in the causal chain

and as the Itercentage of events with causal chain connections. These

measures of cohesion are then interpreted as predictors of several sets of

data obtained by Stein and Glenn (1979) on fifth grade children, namely

immediate and delayed recall of events that are contained or not in the

causal chain, conditional probabilities of event recall, recall of events

5
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over stories that vary in causal cohesion, recall of story grammar

importance jildgments on'events and answers to Why questions.1

Cohesiveness

categories,_

Cohesiveness of the events in a story is determined at the level of

event moanings where meaning includes bath the underlying conceptualizatidU

of the event itself and the event's causal or logical relations to other

events (Dewey, 1963/1933; HosPers, 1967)., Events are states or actions,

xsually.involving ane'pregicate-and its arguments. Linguistic cohesion

such as anaphoric or cataphoric reference and.lexical'co-reference
k

(Halliday & Hasan, 1976) are assumed to be used by the comprehender to

relate sentences but their camneCtivity s finally deterAned-by whether

or not an event can be causally inferred from anotherevent, using_world

knowledge about the events.
t

. .

Causality

Causal statements relating twig events, A and B, are made-in some

cbntext, against a background which includes the abduction by the comprehender

of,a causal field (Mackie, 1080) CaUse and effect.a;.e seen as differences

or changes within a field and anything that is assumed but is unstated is
IF

a condition and not a cauaee The causal field or a nexus of causal f±elds

is generated 14 the comprehender lab*? from setting statements which inttoduce

protagonists, give background tqformation: and pravide
r
informationonlocation

and tile. _These relevant,factp
.

rs of the causal field are referred to by
:

Ole phrase, in the cirtumstantes, by which, we mean the circumstance of
?.,

.

' the story established in the mii4 of the comprehender.

,
tOnce

,

we deterMine a possible world, to say that A causes B means that,

A and B are changes which :occurred,pr wbich are differences such that A

1

0-' Ae
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t . .

"'. .
was necessary-in the,circumstanCes for B. When B Occuvs, A ift. necessary

, -
*

in the circumstances for-A3 since if A did not occur, then B would not have

I,
occurred. This counter- factual reasoning constitutes a logical entailment

.

L .
. qr.

of the comprehender's inference that 5 is causally related to A and

I

constitutes our formal criterion or.tkst for judging that a relation between

A and 'B is causal.

In Mackie's (1698()) view, .the distinguisine_feature Of-a causal

sequence is the combination of necessity-in-the-circumstances with causal

priority.- The core of the notion of cauSai'priority is that the world

'established in the story has some way of running on from one change to

anotheroo Causal priority is associated with both.necessity and sufficiency.

1. A is sufficient for B in the circumstances and causally prior

to B provided that if A is put into .he world in the circumstances

1
.

and the orld runs an. from there, B will occur. .

/*

,2. A isk-necessary in the circumstances for B and causally priOr

to B praVided that if A were kept out' of t'he world (id the.

cireumstances referred to) and the world were allowed to run

0 on 'from thexe; BwoUld not occur.

Model for Comprehending Events as Causal Relationships

When the comprehender hears or reads a story,,we suppose that he'or
se

she assumes one or more causal fields whose nexus serves as a possible

-

world in which thestory events can occur. (Similar Views may be found

' in Collins, Brown, & Larkin, 1981; Wilensky, 1978). These causal fields,

as indicated above, are mainly inferred from content contained in setting

statements, although'eachevent may alter the causal,field by, bringing
Viet

in new relevant fattors lot previously anticipated (e.g., snother protagonist

does Something to the main protagonist). When more than one causer field

7



is established (e.g., birthday party, father"littlegirl), their inter-

section is found and establishes the background conditions or circumstances

in which the story events (changes in states and actions) occur. The compre-

hender's task is now, like that of an historian (Fischer, 1970), namely, to

establis, the facts and to'order them into a causal chain (in the circumstances).

The comprehender sets up general expectations since he or she Tst

often lack§ knowledge about all the necessary and sufficient conditions

to predict events; upon occasion, the necessary and sufficient conditions

are known, and spec ific events predictions 'are made. However, the comprehender

is generally uncertain and waits fOr each.event to be told before making',

causal inferences. Given a new,,focal event, the comprehender instantiates

an expectatLn by'a backward inference from the focal event to those events

-which are causally prior to It. The processes ofexpectation, prediction

and instantiation-are achieved by our naive theories of psychological

and physical causality (Wflki, 1977). This knowledge of the world is sufficient

to generate causal fields, i.e. specify the relevant factors and generate

expectations. In the absence Of such knowledge, the comprehender may use

contiguity of events in space and time as a basis for making a causal

inference (Mackie, 1980).

t Once events are intersected .ps causal fields or have been instantiated

by inferences, they became linked together'into a causal network. This

1,

network serves as but One possible representation of the story since other

representations canbe derived froMit, depending-upon considerations of point

.of vie;,(Wilensky, 1978). Here the noti f a causal chain (c fj Black and

Bawer's, 1980; critical path or lemanson's, in press, causal- purposeful

chain) betames of 'value...,
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Ihe'comprehender detertines which events enter info the taubal chain

by (1) silecting statements which open the causal field, (2) tracing links°

between the causal field statements and, subsequent events as, long as links

to other nodes exist (i.e., expectations continue and are instantiated),

and ,(3) closing the, field when there are no more expectations.

At this point,-the notion of story schemabecomts useful. In the

story grammars cited above, setting statements all episodes to occur.

This is analogous to our assumptions about how setting statements established

causal fields and expectations. 'That is, they are used by the comptehender

'to.establish the circumstancee(assumed but unstated.conditionS-cr possible

world in which the story'occurs.

The causal%chain, then, is opened by setting statements which are

causally linked to other statements.', Then, once the nexus of thesecailsal

field statements is found, differences or changes in the causal field occur .

which can be explained causally in the circumstances. In the story grammars,

there ate usually initiating events such as actions on the part of others

or nature towards the protagOnist, changes in state in or perceptions by
tk.

the protagonist. These events are more obvidusly causal than are settinz .

statements and entail a cause vetsus condition contrast. Once events

occur, however, they in turn establish expectations (or predictions) and

are instantiated against other events., Goals (reflecting changes in state)

are frequent in apiso4ts where the protagonist's -actions are under his

control and may often be the first event following causal field stZements

(Stein & Policastro, this volume). Since the pathways away from an event

occur often in parallel through the network, some pathways may terminate

while others continue. Those pathways which do not continue and which

9
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do not lead.tC,goal satisfaction (or failure),'are regarded as "dead-end"
V5.

(Schenk, 1975) chains.' Thus, we distinguished between events.Whickare

"Causal cheih events" and events which are "deadrend." Causal chain events
t,

. essentially. focus on a series of explicit or overt goal-directed states

,e and actions; dead-eAd events are typically reasons for actions expressed

as cognitions or goals or emotional reactions ,which have no further

consequences. The identification of causal chain and dead-end'events is a

procedure by which the comprehender edits or revises the original causal

network into other network representations for purposes of recall,

summarization or judgments ortfor determihing important or -main ideas.

Once the episode is running, the question is: how does it end? Since,,

the causal reasoning is driven by expeCtations, one answer is tcr stop when

no further expectations occur. :This does not suffice since "dead-end" chains
,

lead to no further expectations. Here, the basic episodic structure of the

0 'story grammars plays a role. The episodes) (i.e., causal chain) ends
1

when the desired state of change occurs or clearly fails. In most stories,

goals are satisfied rd when goal - satisfaction. occurs, ihe.protagonist

engages in no:Turthet,action., Thus, consequences which entail goal

satisfaction '(Omailson's "purpOses") are identified for purposes of

completing the chain. Goal failures usually result in. further consequences,

,either to the protagonist or to others. ,These, however., establish further

expectations which knot specified in the story. Here, we shall assume4
a

that the chain ends with the subsequent, aver; consequences to,gthers and

.
to the protagonist.

Application of the Causal Analysis

The above analysis was carried- out on the fqiur stories used by Stein
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and Glenn(1979). These stories are respectively, ummerized in Tables 1-4

F

and their respective causal inferenCe networks are shown 'in Figures 11-4.

The first step in the process is to identify causal field statements.

These are, as indicated previously, typically setting statements. InStory.1;

gpanimondas,

The nexus of

causal .field

There are ho

the causal

the causal

statements,

other such

field is established btstatements (1) and (D.

field iv givdn'as an intersection (C:) between

e.g., (1) /1 (2) in Story 1 (see Figure 1).
A

statements inEpaminondas. However, in Stdry 2,

The,Tiger's Whisker, statements (1)!, (3), (6), (10) and (17) are causal

' .field statements whicirspecify the protagonist, her state of fear of
,

tigers, the state of her hUsbanes health, and her knowledge about tigers'

k

likes and needs. These establish conditions for such of the action in the

story. 'Statement (17) is a causal field statement that is relevant tk

the tiger'spoint.of view and establishes conditions for his desire to have

contact with others. In Story 3, the inifial statements (1) and (2) set

up causal fields about foxes, bears and the existing friendship between

a fox and bear. Statement (16) provides/a temporal information-and

intersects an event with a concurrent event. In Story 4, the statements

establish-a birthday party (1) and the fact that the protagonist is a

young

WOhlso used the intersection ((v symbol to link statements tha$

were tautological to other statements or were continuations of, concurrent

events. Statement (9) is a continuation of (6), as is (18) a continuation

of (17).

Given the causal field statements that open the story, each of the
4

subsequent statements-is read in terms of whether it instantiates, some
asi

1.1
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N i Y ., ( kN- 10

t .

. *,
..

expectation of the4i3revqu;4'statem t .' When an instantiation is found.-
.

. . .

.
.- t.o's poor event, an arr is drawn frOut that event back to the event which

be

4

.

is causally prior to'it. This, in tory ).,the existence of.the little 1

boy sees up expectatiop such as he;has a Mother In (3), his mother tells
t.

.

him to do something. We are nottgiven the reasons for her act bUt'we ca
tt,

make the inf7nce1.(3)---(1), since AS the little boy did not exist, thin

his mother could'not tell him to (1'..sottlAing within circumstances.
,

Statement (4) i$ inferred frmn(1)-and,(3),, (4) --1(1),dnd

, .

he is little (and makes, and she *ants the cake to.get there
°

-

.
. ..

. .
safely. If he'*eren'tlittle (and capable of making mistakes) 'and if she

i

didn't tell him to Carty the Bake to his grandmother's, she would nollik
s _

In the circumstances, tell him, to be careful with the cake. Statements (6)

and (7) can be inferred from (3) alone since these a tions carrying

out his mother's directive. They would not hdve occurre if sir, didn't

tell him to carry the Cake tothe grandmother. Statement \(3) is sufficient

in the, circumstances for,statementg (6) and -1) since the osiible world
/

runs'on from'(3) t o (6) and (7).- Statement (6) predicts (9) and (9) can be'

inferred from (6) since' (6)'is sufficient for (9) and (9) would, not have
3Y

occurred if. (6) did not, happen. StateMent (11) isinferred froM (12) even
,

though (12) Occtirs after (1t) in the stdry since (12) ,contains the reasons

for (11). *If the' reasons did not.exASt, (11) would not have happened Jn.
I

the circumstances. Given 'the lull list of events and their relations,

causal networks such as hose depicted in Figures 1-4 are then constructed.,

The event's in.,thecitusiti cliiinoAre then' identified opening the
40' V

causal!' field aad.tracing pathways' to goal outcomes and their consequences
' , li \ //

)to other protagonist or failed goal consequences. In-Story 1 both (1)

1 12
'
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1

A'- I
and (2) are ih the causal fiehcl nexus and are in the chain since both lead

to.instantAated expectations that continue untilrthe field is elated.,
,

Statement (21) is a consequence of a failed attempt and-closes the field.
.

From (1)' and (2) through to (21), statement' (4) is a dead-end event 4idh

'has no instantiated expectations. Statements (5), (12) and (22) have no

tauses and-are reasons for events' on the'thairL

It will be noted that dead-end events in the Stories are (a) litimotimatee'e

or uncaused reasons for events,. (b) emotions, (c) cognitions; and (d) minor
4

settings such. as temporai,42.3ationp, 'Which have no instantiated

expectatiani; In order to get a sense of the causal chain as a story

summary, read the circled events. for each story.

In our analyses, two judges independently scored the event relations.

For the four stories, 148 relationships were identifed and the two judges

. ,

.agreed on '92 per cent,of thejudgmeUtsisagreementg were resolved by
, .

discussion, and
\
application,of logical necebhity criteria.

,Implications

(
fRecall of events. If the comprehender represents the story/as a/dausal

network a events and their relations and, if events are separable into causal
4,

.- .

chgins and dead-end paths, then one might ,expect el Ants on the causal Chain

(7
or those events with more causal connecpions4 to be better recalled...The

latter predictions follow from considerations of both encoding and retrieval.
.

,,

The likelihood of connecting events during-encoding depends upon the number

, , AP
of possible causal connections an event has in the circumstances. In retrieval,

the likelihood ;:f finding an event should'increase given more pathways to

the event. The causal chain expectations from further operations upon
4

13
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initial causal network. sere an editing process occurs where dead-end
1 ....

events are deleted,and hence less likely to be entered into a new
0 . .

representation.e..141, to lie, recalled.
,

v

.. In their study., Stein aid Glenn (1979) fiad.twO groups.Of 12 fifth

.

grade,children listen to and recall subsets of two di ferent stories from

7 the set of four analyzed above.' he childreA recal d each story twice,

t

once immediately after hearing the storykand once one, week later. We
-

reanalyzed the recall for these childten in terms of whether the events

were to the causal chain and as a function of the number of causal connections

an event had to other events. These data, presented as percentages of

4

recall, are shown in Figure 5-

A
Insert' Figure -5 about here'

N4 *0

`The most, striking result in'Figure 5 is the large diffetences in recall

between Cau4iLl chain and dead-end events. In contrast, the number of causal

connections lead only to small increments in recall. Finally, over the

eir

eek interval, dead=end events, continue to be forgottep while almost no

, .

forgetting occurrelover.the one-weiek period for events in the csuaal chair:

These data suggest that a causal chain operates as a representation fox .

recall. If the whole causal network was used in retrieval;4there should

have been.a much stronger effect for number` of connections and no differences

causal chain events when theie events were matchedbetween the dead-end and

for connectivity.

We explored these implications, further by calculating Ihe conditional

probabilities of recalling pairs of events where bOth events were on the

14

kr.
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causal chitin, one event was on the causal chain or both were dead-ends.

Further, we calculated these probabilities for causes conditional on

effeCts and, effects conditional on causes. Let C
1
be a cause and C be

an effect on Ale causal chain; likewise let DE
1
beia cause and DE

2
be an,

effect on a dleadend pathway. Table 5 summarizes our findings for the

conditional and unconditionartfrobabilitiea of these events over the four

stories.

Insert Table 5 about here

The first result of interest in Table 5-is that the probability of

,recalling a causal chain causes or effect was. independent ofi its

respective effect or cdbse. iRcond, the recall of causal chain effect

of recall of its dead-end cause as was,dead-end effectsI, was independent

of causal-chain causes. The only results which Show an effect of conditional

probabilities were those'for dead-end-pathways. Here, the conditional

probabilities were equal and higher than the unconditional recall probabili4\

(sign test, p < .01).

These data are consistent with the view that causal ch'ains act as

units of recall whereas the dead-end events are retrieved associatively

via-their 'causal connections (in the original network).

Causal cohesion and story recall: One measure of causal cohesion for a

story is the proportion of causal chain events it contains. The more events

' which lie on a causal chain, the more coherentfind memorable should the
Ir

story be for the-COmprehender. We calculated the average percentage

recall over both time intervals for the events in. each of the four stories

V
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A studied by Stein and Glenn (1979) and examined-the relationships to the

, .. .

. percentage creel chain events in the stories. Figure 6 shows the relation.'

. .,

Insert. Figure, 6 about here .

. -
The data show a striking, linear relation between,recall and the percentage

of dausalschain. events. These reqults support our argument that memorabilitx.

of a story depends upon causal cohetion among events.
, V,.

Recall of story 'grammar categories. One well-established fact is

..-

that certain story grammar categories are better recalled than otheri.

- .

, . .04711,". .

Acrop. cultures, variation iirliteracr and the ages-of subjects, the order

- A
,

.

.

of recall, fram high to low, Waletting, consequence, attempt, initiating
, ...,

,event, reaction, and internal. response Mindler & Johnson, 1977; Stein &

Glenn, 19,79; Mandler,46cribner, Cole, & DeForest, 1977; Nezworski, Stein,
n

& Trabasso, is press). DesVite0the pervasiveness of this finding, no

satisfactory-account has been offered wittan.ihe framework of the

graWmars.

--r

One possible explanation Is that the categories contain- differdnt

numbers of events whiob the causal chain and therefore, those-categories

I

Which are best recalled contain,a greater proportion of causal Chain events;
.0

-those less well-recalled contain proportionately more dead-end events.

,

We tested this explanation by using Stein and Glenn's (1979) categorization

four each event (listed in Tables 1-4), identifying whether the event was in

,

the causal chain or was on,a dead-end pathway in the network and found the

proportion of causal chain events for eac1 category. In addition, we found

the proportion of causal chain versus dead-end connections for the events

ti

a
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in each category. Finally, we calculated the proportion of events, recalled

ln'each category. Figure 7,saamerizes graphically' the comparison's between
.

these-proportionsr Table 6 shows the rank orders of the proportions fdr

. the categOrlies.

Insert Figure and Table6 about here

#

Figure 7 shows strikingly similar patternt of recalls and causal chain

proportions over the set of categories. Table 6 shows near perfect rankz

order correlati.onil. An event beiyz in the causal chain accounts eqiiall"),

,
well aa,the number of causal chain connections

de
of category recall.'

..It should
41,

be noted, however, that aspects oe'the story grammars have

for the universal pattern

been used here to define the cease' chain. In particular, the beginning-. P

of the episodic sequence (settings) was used to open the causal field and
1 .

eats near the end of the'chain (consequences) were used to close the

ld. These assumpeians are also be found in Black and Bower's (1980),

definitian,of'a critical path and in-qvandon's (in press) central event
_-

sequence., The commonality of 3ssumptianaabout the episodic structure of

an event sequence provides some unity between the story grammars which ,

have-focussed on the rules'and functions of categories and the causal-chain

models which hive focussed on causal reasoning about events. The episodic .

structure serves.as a kind of macrorstructure (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978)

for determining tie causal chain in a heraork derived from a process model

which,cannects events via prediction and inferences based upon content.

17



Importance 6f Events

One goal' of teaching comprehension is that children learn,to identify'
Alb

°6ain ideas" (Baker & Stein, 1981). Stein and Glenn (1979) asked tha
e

Children in a second experiment to tell them what was most important, then,

what was next most important and th0a, what was next most important lin the
..,,

story. Tiley'rgibrt 'their data (Table 7, p. 104) i terms of the proportion

of4chilaren reporting events categorized by their gar In order to
. '...,

. predict,these data,.weicalculated a weighted average for each category by

ranking the order of importance requests 1, 2 and 3 and multiplying each.

rank by thejproportion of children offering that,categogy as important to

the request. Thew, the rank order of these weighted values was found for

the categories. We then found the perceitage of causal chain events in
r

ti
I

.

each category and ranked-them. The two sets of ranlcs are shown in Table 7.
%ow

9

Insert .Table 7 about here

The rank order correlation between the ranks in Table 7 is .95. Thus, in

judging the importance of an event in a story, children'make use of their

knowledge that imvorapatt events lie on the causal chain. The reason that

,

major goals are moat important%is that' they always on the causal :chain

(Be,
nce the name "major"). Similarly, most c uences are on the causal

,

chain. In contras', most.rea ions'and "minor" settings are dead-end

events.
t

The intuition that somet ing is important must reflect the meaning.

/of an event in terms of iti-causal-ralations to other events.

Answering Why questions. One final, application of the causal network

is to provide a basis for determining answers to Why questions. Why questions

4

is
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generally request an explanation for an event. In causal chain theorieS

(Tehnert, 1980; Trabasso, 1980., they ask for ,an antecedent causd(s) for

the event contained in the question.

Stein and Glenn (1979), in their second experiment, asked a number of .

Why questions on statements contained in each story. The Why questions

F
were administered after the requests for important events. They reported

their data as probability distributions of categories inresponse to

questions on four types o categories: internal responses, attempts,

direct consequences, and reactions. The original data in-terms of

particular events giVen as answers were unavailable (Stein, persaisa

communication). Despite exact,answers,ye attempted to predict the

S

,categorized data using the causal network representatiaus in Figures 1-4.

With reference to Story'1, Epaminondas, cods der the question, Why

did the buttei melt? This question focusses on node (19) for the statement,

"the butter had all melt-&d. "` What the cpmprehender does, ih our view,

is to first, access the canceptualizaelon expressed in the question'(e.g.,

node 19). 'Then, he traces the causes 'Via the inference ants back to events

whit:Are causally, prinr,,to the queried cof nceptualization. -In the example,

nodes (15), (17), and (18) are found.: The comprehendei then examines the
a.

conceptualization stored at each node and ddtides whether or not the

conceptualization is 4 cause- or

more,properly answers to How or

i

an enabling condition

.)
When questions risther than Why questions

since the latter are

(see Lehnett4 ,1980; Nicholas & Trabasso, 1980. Thul, (18) "mien he got

' home" is not given as an answer since'. this is an ena4ement Cas is node 16).

The conditions which arejointl necessary and sufficient in the circum-

stancdi are (15) " "he put it on top -of his head".and.(17)."the sun"was
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shining hard:." Theseno* contain, thereforel, causal antecedents and

18

are,generated as answers. The general rule is to trace prior causes; lethe

immediate danditiO4 is an enablement, continue the trace. If it is a causally

prior condition, generate it as a causal answer. In Stein and Gfenh's

(1979) terma,:a_Why question on a direct consequence (19) is angWered by

a minor setting (17) and an attempt (15). We 5ollawed this procedure for

each of the 48 Why questions asked by'Vtein and Glenn, Two questions were
fOr

on initiating events,whose data are not, eported by Stein'and Glenn andtwo

questions on internal responses could not be answered by tent expressed

in the story. For the remaining questions, We found the probability

distributions of dategorized answers for each Of the four

Table 8 shows the results of these calculations.

/

Insert Table 8 about here' 0,

es queried.

The"fit" of the prediCted to the observed answer distribution's is

reasonable, given the fact that we are not predicting exact but categorized

alwaXeand the fact that Stein and Glenn inclnaed.answers outside the

stories (Stein, personal communication). Our main failure is to predict

the higher proportion of internal responses (presumably goals) which were...

'observed. To Ehe extent we achieved a fit here', the data indicate that

these 10 year old children Agreed with.ourludgMents as to causal
'

anteceilents. A more proper test of theTankysis, hawever, awaits data

on exact ansFers'rather than responses. ,

1,
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4
In overview-rsterhav,e shown how a causal analysis coupled,with more

, .

ilf.,, 1,
abstract knowle4e of the concept of a story (see Stein,gtRolicastro,

this volume), can be used to.generate ca sal network representations of

stories which predict a
)

variety of measures :comprehension an d recall

,1 for stories. In particular we gave an account of recall for even ts and

stories where the fnclusion of an event or the proportion af_events in the

causal chain for a story predict recall. Likewise, thOifferential

recall of sto grammar categories is nearly perfectly'dbrrelated with

the proportion of causal chain events in the category. The judged

importance of a category was also nearly perfectly correlated with.the

proportion of eausal chaiievents it contained. F,inally% the distribution

of categorized events to questionson other categorized events was,

approximated by tracing causes backward from the queried event through

the network.

The analysis'on conditional probabilities yielded a surprising

finding. If the ca usal network served as a representatioalfor

then we should have found some kind of spreading aativation effect

(Ratcliff & Mc1oon, 1981) and an increase in the conaitiotal, as opposed

to the unconditional,xecall probabilities (Black,& Bern, 1981)'. However,

this was not found. Instead, causal, chain events were recalled independently

of their,immediate causes". .The only conditional probability effects were

found, for "dead-end" events. It is possible, then, that the causal dhain

represe#tation i§ a'well-formed unit, deritted from but functionally

independent of the original causal nipork. We plan to explore these and

f

other findings, on other existing data for story recall (e.g., Omanson,

in press).
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In the teaching of comprehendton of written, discourse, teachers and

basal readers (Baker & Stein, 194 Pearson & Johnson, 1978; Johnson &

Barrett,,1981) emphasize the identification of maian.or important ideas,

the verificatian,or_iecall of facts in the story, the temporal sequencing

of events and the discovery of cause-effeat relations. Of these, .the latter

seems to be most dritical since, as
%

we have shown; all the others may be

0
,derived from the causal network and causal chain representations. There

4

are two implications of this argument. First, instruction or assessment of

causal reasoning about events (Why, How, What happened, When, etc.) either

may promote or diagnose reading comprehension (and subsequent operations

such as recall,' udgments and other, evaluativetor implicational reasoning).
.

.0
Renci teachers and basal readers could give more emphasis to and provide

More systematic questioning of causal relations either during or after

reading sections of-text (cf. Trabasso, 1981).

.

Thee explicit coherence of a story, especially for younger readers,

should be a,pritary goal of writers of-stories. By this we mean clear,

ordered statements of the events so that the. events per se are readily

.4+

understood and their causal relations are easily infeAted from the surface

order of events. This also means that causal sequences, should not be disrupted

by introduction of new and irrelevant causal fields or chains or by descriptive

detail that is unnecessary to the current chain. Such writing requires the

writer to pose questions to him or herself on the logical necessity for events

in relation of other events. Beck's and het colleaguesi-(Beck, McKeown,

McCaslin, &'Burkes, 1979) analysesof basal rea&ers gives examples from

basal readers which fail to meet one or more of, these strictures.

I
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One day his Mother told hi4eto take sometlipake to his grandmother.

y.

I

Table).

Text of Stor'y 1: Epaminondasa

I-

v

"Once-there was a little boy

who liired in a hot country.

4. She warned him,to hold it carefully

5. sa it wouldn't break into crumbs.

The little boy put the cake in a leaf under his arm

and carried it to his grandmother's.

G) When he got there

(D, the cake hadctumbledInto tiny pieces.

a

HAs grandMother told him'he was a silly boy

so*

and that he should have carried the cake on top of his head-

12. so it wouldn't ,break.

4
(1) Then she gave him'a pat,of"buttet'tc take pack to his mother's house.

S

The little boy wanted to be very careful with the butter

softhict it on top of his head

11-g: and carried it-home.

The sun was shining hard

,and when he got home

tie buthr had all melted

His mother tiO4 him thathp was a silly boy

-and that he should have put the butter in a leaf

) so that it would have gotteti home safe -and sound.

Circled events are events In the causal. chain.

28
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.1. Table 2

Text of Story 2: The Tiger's Whisker

0 Once there wawa woman

0 who needed a tiger's whisker.

3. She was afraid of tigers

4. but she needed a whisker

to makeemedicine for her husband

who had gotten very sick,

7. She thought and thought

8. about-how to get a tiger's whisker.

\
9. She decided. to use a trick.

( She knew,that tigers loved food and music.

4 9

r-

11. She thought that if she broukht food to a lonely tiger 0

12. and played soft musica
ak ,

13. the tiger would, be nice to her

14. and she could get the whisker.

15. So she ,,did just that.

She went to a tiger's cave

where a lonely tiger lived.

She put a bowl of food in front of the opening to-the cave.

Then she sang soft music.

0

The tiger came out 4
and ate the food.

He then walked over to the lady

and thanked her for the delicious food and lovely music.

The lady then cut off one of his whiskers

aud ran down, the hill yery quickly.

The tiger felt lonely and sad again. j

a. Circled events are events in the causal chain.

23
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Table 3

Text of Story 3: The Fox and Bear

-,.

0 There was a fox and abearr
4 .

2. who were friends.

0
-.. -

.

One day they decided to catch a chicken for
. ,.

4. They decided' to go together'

. ..,
,

-ii-,

S. because neither one wanted to be left alone
. ...

6. and'they both liked fries chicken.

4

7. They waited until nigh time.

0 Then they ran very qui:cklyto a nearby farm

9.- where they knew, chickens lived.

10. The bear,'who felt very lazy

climbed upon the roof

12. to watch..

supper.

The t ox then cipened die door of the henhouse very carefully.

He grabbed a chicken;

0 anikIlled it.

16. -As he was carryingkit out of the henhouse

thd weights of the-bear on the roof caused the roofto crack.

18. The fax' heard the nOise
4

19. and was, frightened

20. hucit was too late

21. to run out.

The roof and the b4r fell in

killing fiveof the chickehs.

The fox and"the bear were trapped in the broken henhouse.
. I-

Soan the farmer,; came out

26. to see what was the matter.

Circled .events are events in the causal chain.
. ,
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Tab 1'e 4

Text` of ,Story 4: Judy's Bitthdaya

(Judy is going to have a birthday party.0
2. She is ten years old.

,

She wants a hammer and a saw for presents.

4. Then she could make, a coat rack

5. and fix her doll house.

eShe asked her father

7, to get them for her..

Her father did not want. ta get them for her.

9. He did not think that girls should play with a hammer and a saw.

But he wanted to get her something.

So he bolight her a beautiful-new dress.

12. Judy liked the dress

but she still wanted the hammer and the 34w.

Later she told her grandmother about her wish.

15. Her grandmother knew that Judy really wanted a hammer and a saw.

She decided to get them for her

17. becaase when Judy-grows pp

11. and becomes a woman

T9. she will have to fix things

20. when they break.
4

Then her grandmother went out that very day

and bought the toot for Judy.

.She gavethemirto Judy that night.

Judy was very happy.

7

25: Now she could build things with her hammer and saw.

a. Circled events are events LI the causal chain.
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Rank Order Predi

Table 6

ions of Category Recall

1p Rank ,

,Proportion Proportion
Category Recall Causal Chain Causal C

Major Setting 1 1

Direct Consequence, 2 2 . 2

- , '

Attempts 3

Initiating Event
l

4.5

3.5

5 Or

, 3

4

Reactions 4.5
,---,../
3.5 5-

.Goals 6 6.5 6 im..., i

Minor Setting 7 6.5 7
4

Internal Response 8 8 8

4,

Conflation with Recall .99 %N":

)

4i4
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Category
0

Major ;Goals

Direct Consequences

Attempts

Initiating Events

Reactions

Minor Settings

4

Table 7-

/Predictions of Importance Rating's

Rank

Importance Percent Causal Chain

7,4

O

1

2

'3

4

ti

. 3

5

5 4

6

34
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Response
Category

Setting

Initiating
Event

int4rnal
Response.

Attempt

Direct
Consequence

Reaction

IE IR

IR + IR

DC A

IR + Setting

A + Setting
1

Number

Table 8

Observed (and Predicted)

Proportion Responses to Why Questions

Intetnal
Response Attempt

Category Probed

Direct
Consequence

.07 (.07) -.01 (.00) .13 (.00)

.10 \.21) .19 (.13) .09 (.17)

,40 (.14) .55 (.33) .\ .30 (.33)

.00 (.07) .00 (.07) N. .00 (.08)

.00 (.00) .10 (.13) .13 (.25)

.00 (.07) .12 (.27) .00 (.00),

.03 (.00) .06 (.00)

.23 (.14) .00 .20 (.08)

.00 (.00) .00 (.00)
A

.03 (.00)

.04 (.07) .00 (.00) .02 (.08)

.00 (.00) .00 (.07) .04 (.00)

b

(15) ? (12) ?.(12)

35

Reaction

.00 (.00)

.90 (.00)

,00 (.00)
$

.04 (.25)

.52 (.50

.15. (.00)

.00 (.00)

.00 (.00)

.29 (.25) I

-.00,(:U0)

.00 (.00)

? (4)
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Captions

1. Causal inference net'work of Story 1: Epamfhondas

2. Causal inference network of Story 2: The Tiger's Whisker

3. Causal inference network of Story 3: The Fox-and dle Bear

4. Causal inference network of Story 4: Judy's Birthday

5. Recall of causal chain and dead-end events over time and as a

function of the number of causal tonnections

t

6. Story cohegion and recall

7. Comparison of percentages of story grammar category reca-1 with

casal chain events and connections

.36
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